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1. ABSTRACT 

The 3D entity model with a data structure of regular hexahedron, which is usually called as 3D regular block 

entity model, is now widely used in many domains such as resources estimation (RE) and finite element analysis 

(FEA). In these domains, each regular hexahedron element of a 3D entity should be respectively evaluated with 

spatial related properties. However, 3D entity models are usually constructed based on finite and sparse 

geometrical elements such as feature points and contour line strings. These models are finally represented with 

connected triangles as their surface but nothing in their hollow interior part. We need a method to tessellate these 

models to blocks and fill the hollow interior with them. This paper mainly introduces an effective tessellation 

algorithm for converting 3D entity models which are represented as closed wire frames (collections of surface 

triangles) to 3D regular block models which are represented as collections of regular hexahedrons. With this 

algorithm, both simple 3D entity model with single outside boundary and complex 3D entity model with inside 

cavities can be tessellated to collections of regular hexahedrons which are constrained to the inside and outside 

boundaries.

There are usually three main steps to tessellate the 3D wire frame model to collections of regular hexahedrons. 

Firstly, we should compute out the axis-oriented minimum box (AOMB) of the model in preparation. We can 

determine the minimum space extent which we need to tessellate by the left-bottom-front point and the right-top-

back point of the AOMB. Secondly, we need to fill the AOMB with regular hexahedrons which have three grid 

sizes on each coordinate axis. Thirdly, we need to judge whether the center point of each regular hexahedron is 

inside the 3D entity model. The ordinary method for this judgment is called as ray method. In this method, the 

intersection times between a ray which emit from the center point and model are computed and the parity of the 

times is used to make the determination, but this method doesn’t always work because of the complexity of 

intersection situations.  So we proposed a new algorithm named as ternary-axes-scan (TAS) method. In this 

method, three series of detecting needles array along the three coordinate axes (x-axis, y-axis and z-axis) are put 

on and cross through the 3D wire frame model; three series of intersection point-pair array, which record the 



minimum and maximum x value, y value and z value between each judging needle and the model, are computed 

out. The point-in-or-out determination turns into judging whether the x value, y value and z value are in the 

coordinate scope of three point-pair along three axes at the same time. This method performed well in tessellation 

efficiency.  

For complex 3D entity models with several inside cavities, the contents of intersection point-pair between 

detecting needles and the model need to be expanded. Not only the minimum and maximum x value, y value and 

z value should be record, but also the intersection point-pair between detecting needles and the inside cavities 

should be record. Several coordinate segments of each detecting needle indicate the center point’s position, which 

can be outside the model, inside the cavities and inside the model. 

In order to promote the tessellation accuracy, sub-grid-size is adopted in this method. The grid-size is re-divided 

into sub-size on three coordinate axes, each center point of the sub-grid is judged whether in the model to 

compute the volume factor for each main grid. An accurate regular hexahedron tessellation can be realized by this 

method. 

We have made a sample application in resources estimation domain. A gold ore-body wire frame model is 

tessellated into regular hexahedrons. The inverse distance weighting (IDW) interpolation method is used to 

evaluate each regular hexahedron with gold grade. The 3D block model of this gold ore-body is visualized with 

Au-grade distribution information. 
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2. ILLUSTRATIONS AND GRAPHS 

Fig.1 geo-entities represented as wire frame model and regular hexahedron model 



Fig.2 detecting needles array along x-axis, y-axis and z-axis 

Fig.3 3D geo-entity with inside cavity

Fig.4 gold ore-body with Au-grade inverse distance weighting interpolation 
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